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Craven Safety Services have moved

Craven Safety Services have moved to Tom Hill House, Gargrave Road, Broughton,

Skipton, BD23 3AQ. Could everyone please update our contact details; phone

numbers etc have stayed the same.



Ladders and Work at Height

The Ladder Association's main message is "When it's right to use a ladder, use the right

ladder and get trained to use it safely".

They currently have a scheme running called the Advocate Scheme, where a team of

ladder experts will come out and address corporate events or meetings of trade and

professional bodies whose members are regular ladder users. The presentation covers a

range of topics and includes a screening of the Association's latest Toolbox Talk. More

info can be found on their website https://ladderassociation.org.uk/guidance/advocate-

scheme/

The Ladder Association are also working with the HSE to produce a British Standard for

roof ladders, which is the only type of ladder not to currently have a British Standard.

It is essential that a risk assessment is done before working at height. This should be

carried out by someone who understands the risks involved and is experienced in the use

of the available equipment. The importance of correctly specifying the PPE and

anchorages cannot be overstated - the best harness and lanyard is useless unless it is

attached to a correctly installed anchorage point. The users of the equipment also need

the correct training, so that they understand the limitations of the PPE.

Company director jailed for 6 years

A construction company director has been jailed for 6 years and fined £400,000 plus

£55,000 costs for gross negligence and manslaughter.

C Smith & Sons had won the contract to demolish a structure remotely because it posed

the least risk to workers. However between winning the contract and work starting on

site C Smith's owner decided the structure should be dismantled piece by piece instead

and subcontracted the work out to Building and Dismantling Contractors. This involved

removing roof sheets at height before unbolting the supporting structure. On the

morning of 21 Jan 2014 an employee fell 9m through one of the skylights onto the

concrete floor, fracturing his spine, pelvis, right leg, heel and wrist. At 4pm the same

day another worker fell through a skylight and sustained fatal head injuries.

The HSE inspector said "The roof dismantling works were not properly planned or

supervised and adequate precautions, such as netting, were not put in place".



NASC updated scaffolding guide

The NASC has launched an updated version of its user-friendly,

free Scaffold Specification Template (Guide to Managing and

Appointing Scaffolding Contractors). It can be downloaded

from their website http://www.nasc.org.uk/nasc-launches-

updated-free-scaffold-specification-template-2/.

Facebook Website LinkedIn Twitter Google Plus Email YouTube

We are always looking to assist businesses with their Health & Safety, if you know of

anyone who would benefit from our services please do let us know. Many thanks.
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